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Abstract: There are local government entities known as city bodies that support the upkeep 

and administration of urban settlements in many different countries. The majority of these 
administrative entities go by the name MC (Municipal Cooperation). To ensure that the city is 

operating smoothly and effectively, the observational tools. An MC must be aware of the 
shortcomings taking on within the city. As of right now, this must be practically possible by 
installing sensors, cameras, and other devices, or by allowing citizens to directly address them. 

Government Authorities are the administrative authorities responsible for managing the city's 
daily activities. Currently, in- order continue the large metropolis for the government authority 

to be aware of any problems or deficiencies, either through sensors or CCTV cameras or by 
allowing the citizens to voice their complaints. The second option is typically used because it 
provides the best quality generous facts. The ga generally offers a few channels through which 

its citizens can voice their complaints. With this application, citizens may easily complain to 
higher officials directly from their smartphone. Many APIs working web-services that crucial 

making simpler to file grievance, including the Google Places API that determines your present 
position and displays it on a map. The Web-portal employed handle a variety of complaints and 
is effectively supported by many web services. 

 
 

1. Introduction 

 

The usage of e-administrations by municipal authorities that represent cities has been the 

subject of extensive investigation. A stable and peaceful society is what the administrative 
bodies aspire achieve in the end. Reviews that focus on the usability of E-administrations for 
substantially tested neighborhood part have also been published. E-administrations have been 

utilized for a while in Europe, but only recently have they begun to catch on in India's vast 
urban areas. These offices are then divided into wards to make things simpler. A city's wards 

are responsible for handling protests over particular issues. Mumbai now has about 24-wards. 
Each ward has a ward officer who is qualified handle complaints originating in or associated 
with that particular ward. National collaboration that is active like the gasoline that powers a 

metropolis. An MC can observe the effective operation of a sizable no.of services and 
administrations in the territory due to the vibrant national interest. When an MC gives them the 

chance voice their problems complaints, dynamic national investment can occur. 
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Therefore, the departmental specialist or ward in question should handle protests as soon as 
possible. However, as it's an online application, the customer must first visit their website and 
submit paperwork there before filing a complaint. As a result, filing a complaint while on the 

go becomes difficult. Currently unavailable is also the system for tracking complaints. 
Therefore, an Android application is created to ease the process of registering complaints and 

signing up users easier. Because only Android smartphones are used by 95% of smartphone 
users in India. The IOS version of this application may developed later. The user is not required 
input complaint's location information, such as municipality, city or district, state, etc. Instead, 

we employ a number of Google APIs to facilitate user interaction with our program. The 
phone's GPS position is tracked and utilized as the complaint location by default when the user 

is prompted to choose a location. The user can scroll the Google map find desired location or 
enter location of the name in the search box at the top if they wish to specify a different 
location. 

 
2. Related work 

 

The existing systems fall into the same category are briefly described in this section of the 

study, along with the impacts of portability on data management and application processes, as 
well as the increased requirements for customer server processing that are anticipated to 

succeed these impacts. The flexible-mindful adjustment paradigm includes various strategies 
and techniques for adapting frameworks and applications to environmental changes and asset 
requirements [3]. Additionally, suggests important framework advantages that portable 

applications with context awareness could leverage. 
 

Full Client Architecture: Systems with unsettling characteristics like discontinuity, slow 
transfer rates, excessive dormancy, or large costs must be usable by mobile users. Frail 

availability refers to the network that possesses at least one of these characteristics [5]. Portable 
consumers will be required to operate in the unattached mode in the exceptional scenario. Even 
when the network is accessible, having the ability to operate independently can be useful. For 

instance, by avoiding distant transmission and collecting, detached operations might lengthen 
battery life [5]. When charge rates are high, it might reduce arranging charges, a crucial 

element. It makes it possible to maintain radio silence, which is crucial for military 
applications. In order to create novel client interactions, we often combine data from the web 
with information from phone, such as contacts/location, using Android [1, 2]. The sdk assists in 

running Android application, as well as real-world device emulation and advanced research 
tools. 

 

According to our research, the web interface framework is a recently developed action that 
provides greater section sending complaints [6]. The supplementary data is visible from the 

interface. It appears that the client who has to enlist should have completed the accompanying 
fields the complainers because interface appears to be simple to use. 

 
When the server has correctly predicted the data, it makes an HTTP call to the government 

entities responsible for the framework to provide the data to them [3]. To determine the 

complaint number, the response of the government entities handling the gateway is obtained 
and parsed. The client then obtains this complaint number on his mobile device. The server 
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enters an association after the client complains that they do not have information legally 

required to produce a protest num. at the government arrival. In this mode, framework develops 
a series of compelling inquiries to elicit the necessary information from the customer via menu 
selections. [1, 5]. 

 
Once the client's complaint has been processed, there is currently no way to send a 

notification to the client's smartphone. In order to find out the state of the application, the user 
must check it every time. However, in our application, as soon as the user downloads the 

program to their phone, a special token is produced for that device and sent right away to the 
web server. This token id, which is kept on file by web server, deliver the cloud notice to 
specific device later, after the request has been executed. Additionally, we have the option of 

sending the customer an image notification that incorporates any photographs they have added 
while filing a protest. 

 
3. Google-API-Integration 

 

 Google-places-API 
The majority of the Google-APIs include the geocoding, maps, pin-code and fire-base 

cloud informing services. The place picker provides UI interchange displays an clever map 

and a list nearby destinations, with those that compare nearby places on the ground and 
businesses. Customers can choose a location, and your application can then retrieve the places 

they selected as their points of interest. The location selector offers additional options over 
creating your own customized UI tool. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Google Maps API 

 

The use of the autocomplete feature, which displays predictions based on client search input, 
is highlighted in the location picker. You don't need to take any additional action in order to 

enable autocomplete because this functionality is present in all place picker reconciliations. 
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The Google Maps API aids in providing a quality online application with precise geospatial 
latitude and longitude values. It’s rapidly growing in importance for Google. Complaint go uses 
this API to determine a user's precise location from an Android handset. 

 
 

Firebase Cloud Messaging (FCM) 

Two main sending and receiving segments are included in FCM usage: 
• A dependable environment, such as cloud features for an application server or firebase that 

can be used to create, target, and transmit messages. 
• A message-receiving customer application for iOS, Android, or the web (using JavaScript). 

 
You can send messages using HTTP Request and the Admin SDK. The Notifications author 

can also be used for testing, for distributing advertising or engagement messages with skillful 
implicit attention and scrutiny, or both. 

 
 

Fig 2. Firebase-cloud-messaging 

 

 
The FCM provided by Google Inc. is the Complaint Go's greatest asset. Users of Android 

devices receive updates from it regarding the progress of complaints and other sensitive data. 
 

4. Complaint Go 

 

In the modern society, the ordinary populace rarely has the opportunity demonstrate at the 
police headquarters, therefore we can use technology to stir up opposition. Using our 

progressive cells recruit conflict is the easiest way to collect an objection and everyone of 
grumblings enlisted from the Android telephones might observed dealt in the head online 

interface [6]. The notice delivered to person who enrolled consistent when the executive has 
finished preparing the complaint. 

 

The client's phone number serves as both their secret key and login identification. When a 
client signs up, the necessary data is taken directly from them, including their Name, phone-

number, e-mail address, and so on. The customer is only required to provide their current 
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address pin code when entering the address in the subsequent section, though. Then, using the 

pin code the client gave, we can use our pincode api retrieve specific information like territory, 
area, State, country, forth. The client is provided with two capabilities, such as register-
complaint and view-complaint Status, on the home screen [1]. 

 
Complaint registration 

Later, the client must provide a brief description of the complaint in the drop-down 
selection for the protest's kind. Earlier, instead of providing the area in the content field, Google 
Place Picker is used to make it simple. When a location is chosen using the google place-

picker, the required latitude and longitude values sent to the action. At that point, using the geo-
coding api, we can obtain the address, pin-code, and locality-name from user-provided latitude 
and longitude. If consent is provided, it will be stored in online database for survey purposes 

[1].  
 

If there is a probability that the protest is valid enough, then it will be ready from their [3]. 
Even when the application is closed, after the protest is resolved, the User will receive a 
warning on their mobile device. 

 

  
 

 
Fig 3. Fetching-location
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On client side, user’s functionality drastically curtailed. He or she only needs to enter the 
area's PIN code, as seen in figure 3. The authorities is being informed of the relevant region, 

city, district, and state. In the background, the Google web services API is essential. 

 

Fig 4. Complaint-registration 

 

The user filing complaint within their community. Both the automatic location identification 

and the complaint's specifics are being tracked. The comparable option is also present in the 
work, as shown in figure 4, If a user wants to add any multimedia files, like an audio or video 
file, they can do so. 

 
View complaint status 

It is used to determine whether complaints that have already been filed have been processed 
or are still pending [5]. A complaint-number and a status-message are sent to each one; see 

figure 5. 
 

 
Figure 5. View Complaint Status 

 

Complaint processed Notifications 

The device token id that was formerly saved in the web-server can utilized to send a firebase 

push notification after Administrator has handled the complaint in the web portal. The 
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challenge with this process is that in the following situations, there will be a fresh token created 
for the application device: 

 

• The user can force a to close by pressing the Force Stop button, reinstall it, or delete its 
cache. 

• The user cleans the application's internal storage 
 

The token id won't be removed from the web server when another account is used to sign 
in after the user has logged out, therefore that is another case that needs to be taken into care. 
Sending the notice of the complaint status to the incorrect user could therefore cause an issue. 

To solve this problem, we must create a fresh token each time a user logs into the system. The 
most recent token must be updated in the web server for the notification to be properly sent to 

the user. 
Another aspect of this notice area that it eliminates requirement for the user to open the 

app navigate the protest status section when user receives notification in the system tray. The 

worker can click on notification to get the complaint's details, which are presently being 
handled, right away. 

 
Figure 6. View Complaint Status Notification 

 

 

5. Research and outcomes 

When compared to all the literature and surveyed works, the Complaint GO stands out in the 

geographic accuracy and the complaint lodging from the specific region. 
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Fig 7. Tracking-accuracy 

 

 

Figure 8 shows the distribution of complaint information, app misbehavior, and error margin 

across various literary works. It is clear that there are very few error margins in the complaint go. 
 

 

Fig 8: Error-margin, App-mis-behavior Complaint-

details 

 

Fig 9 demonstrates how Complaint Go primarily makes use of Google's free web services, with 

plans to expand on this in the future. 
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Figure 9. Web services employed 

 

 

6. Conclusion and future enhancement 

 

A complaint can be effectively registered online and sent straight to higher government entities 
using the Complaint GO android App, Web-portal. In the future, this project can improved using 
big data technologies collect analytics and facts of complaints, such as frequently occur and 

where exactly these types of issues are happening. 
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